One of the most basic functions of any local government is to help us dispose of
our waste. Of course, once upon a time, everyone dealt with this by themselves.
(And of course, in the not-too distant past, we also simply created far less
waste than we do now.) But as we built up larger and larger communities, we
had to figure out how to deal with this collectively. I have vivid childhood
memories of going to the dump with my Dad on Saturday mornings. In many
small and rural towns, this is still how it works. But in cities like ours, most of us
don’t go to the dump, the “dump” comes to us. (In Utica, as in many places, you
can still take your own trash to the solid waste facility, and sometimes it is the
easiest way to dispose of some things, such as cans of paint.)

Oneida-Herkimer Solid Waste
Authority

Not very long ago, garbage pick-up was a straightforward task that the City of
Utica performed: our DPW had garbage trucks, and the DPW went around and
picked up the trash. Then this government function, like many other government

functions, was consolidated and partially privatized. Utica, in cooperation with
County governments and other municipalities established the Oneida-Herkimer
Solid Waste Authority (OHSWA) in 1988 in order to create adequate landfills for
trash. Then, under Mayor Hanna, a few years later OHSWA took over the actual
trash and recycling collection. They sub-contract out this work to private
companies. In Utica this company is Controlled Waste System Inc (CWSI).
How is all this garbage removal paid for?
Although OHSWA covers the municipalities in both Oneida and Herkimer
Counties, each municipality’s solid waste finances are treated separately. In
Utica, we rely on two income streams to pay for all of our trash and recycling.
First, the annual solid waste fee is charged per property on a flat fee basis
depending on the size of the property. (Single family home fees are currently
$86.) The sale of blue bags generates the other revenue stream. This is
referred to as “pay as you throw”, where the more you throw away, the more
blue bags you have to buy. And this pays for all of the trash and recycling pick
up. In other words, all of this trash and recycling pickup is paid for completely
outside of the City budget. We each pay a fee and we all buy blue bags.
What Can I Throw Out?
In Utica, all the things that we want to dispose of can be categorized in one of
six ways: garbage, bulk trash, bulk items, tires, recyclables, and green waste.
Here are some of the rules for each. (For more examples and full rules, either
follow the link below or pick up a poster at Cafe Domenico.)
Garbage
Here in Utica, we are required to use blue bags for all of our household garbage
and trash. This includes all manner of things, such as food waste, clothing and
shoes, and small appliances.
Bulk Trash
This is limited to a 3’ x ‘3 x 3’ volume and includes items like garden hoses,
pools, old lawn furniture, large toys, furnace filters, etc. Nothing can be longer
than 4’ and wood or metal should be bundled together or placed into large trash
cans as long as the can doesn’t weigh more than 50 lbs. These trash items can
be placed next to the blue bags. This is in my view, very generous. We can put
all this sort of stuff out, as long as we do so properly, every week. Next door in
New Hartford, none of this sort of stuff can be put out with the regular garbage.
Bulk Items
Each household can set out one bulk item each week. These include large
appliances, such as refrigerators or dishwashers. It also includes electronic
items, such as tvs, computer monitors, printers. These electronic devices will be
properly recycled, but can be put out with your trash.
Tires

Each household can set out two car tires per week, with or without rims. But
never put out truck tires! (Again, this is pretty generous in my view.)

Recyclables
In 2011, OHSWA adopted “single stream” recycling, which means that we can
put all of our recyclable items into one container and they are separated out
later. We can recycle paper, plastic, metal, and glass. For all the rules, see the
poster or click below. Until a few years ago, Utica provided round orange
buckets for recycling, and then rectangular ones. But after 2011, when we were

able to put all our recyclable items into one bucket, those became too small and
so are being phased out. We are now responsible for providing our own
container for recyclables, to which we should affix large decals that the OHSWA
happily and freely gives us. The best thing to do is to use a large plastic
container with a lid, so that on a windy night our recyclables don’t end up all
over the street and our neighbors’ yards.
Currently, more than a third of what we put out on garbage pick-up night gets
recycled. This is impressive and OHSWA is to be commended for this. Those
recyclables are then sold on the market and turned into new goods. The
revenue from the sale of these recyclables helps to keep costs down for the
entire system.

Pick up a Poster and Recycling Sticker
Want to have one of these great, very informative brochures, shown above, that
explains all the details about what we can set out on trash night? (In addition to
English, the OHSWA publishes the brochure in several languages, taking into
consideration that Utica is now home to several immigrant populations.) You
can pick up a poster at Café Domenico or at OHSWA’s offices at 1600
Genesee Street, where you can also get a recycling sticker for your container.

Check Out All The Set-Out Requirements for Utica

OHSWA Phone Number
Are you unsure of how to dispose of something in particular? Did you think that
you put something out correctly, but it is still there in the morning? Call
OHSWA, located right here in Utica, and talk to real live people, ready and able
to answer your questions. They can check the driver’s log and help you figure
out why something was left behind and how to put trash out correctly. Just call
315-731-0238

Visit OHSWA's Very Helpful Website

Green Waste

OHSWA does not handle any of our green waste. All green waste is picked up
by the DPW. For a few weeks in Spring and again in Fall, they pick up what is
called “bulk green waste”, meaning green waste not in any sort of container. We
are free to rake our leaves and other garden waste towards the curb and they
will come and pick it up in the night. We don’t pay anything extra for this City
service. But, and this is important: DO NOT PUT GREEN WASTE IN THE
STREET. When we put our green waste in the street, it causes all sorts of
problems – it limits parking; it gets driven over and causes a mess, and worst of
all, it gets washed by the rain into our storm drains and exacerbates our
flooding problems. So, put your green waste up on the edge of the city right-of-

way – just next to the street, but not IN the street. After bulk pick up is over,
which again, lasts for a few weeks in Spring and again in Fall, then we can put
our green waste out in containers and the DPW will continue to pick it up.

Violations of Utica Codes
There is a certain division of labor when it comes to dealing with trash left in
people’s yards. Anything between the street and sidewalk is in the purview of
OHSWA. If people put out trash in ways that violate the requirements, then it
most likely will not be picked up. OHSWA can then abate that trash by picking it
up and then directly charge for that service by placing a lien on the property
taxes. If, on the other hand, trash is on private property, the City must deal with
and potentially abate it themselves.

How to Create Less Solid Waste:
Author’s Note
It seems an understatement to say that we, as a society, create too much waste
of all sorts, including solid waste. We overpackage and overconsume and then
simply take it for advantage that we can then put it out at the curb and before
we know it, someone else hauls it away and we don’t have to worry about it
anymore. But of course it is still in the world, taking up room and creating all
sorts of problematic by-products. And a great deal of resources were used to
create it in the first place. Even worse, a lot of solid waste ends up not where
we really intended it to be. The oceans are so full of plastic that now there are
micro-particles of plastic in the fish that we eat. We must move towards a world
where we simply waste less and conserve all sorts of resources more.
If you end up with a lot of leftover food, and you don't want to dispose of it in
blue bags, you can in fact take it to the OHSWA facility on Leland Ave and it will
be composted, rather than simply dumped into a landfill.
On a small, local scale, we can create less solid waste, and buy fewer blue
bags, simply by composting some of our waste in our own back yards.
Composting is easy and the end product can be used in our own gardens. All
sorts of vegetable scraps and egg shells from our kitchens can be kept out of
the waste stream with a little organization and effort. Below is a link to get you
started on composting at home

Learn How to Compost at Home

Keep Utica Beautiful
In order to keep our City beautiful, there are some basic rules which we all need
to follow:
• Do NOT put out any of your trash before 5pm on the night before your pickup,
and make sure that it is out by 11pm.
• Put ALL your household trash in Blue Bags. The next morning, please take
your containers in.
• Only put allowed recyclable items in your recycling container, and please use
a container with a lid.
• Place all trash and garbage in the City right-of-way, between the street and the
sidewalk, or at the end of your driveway.
• Always say hello and be thankful for the CWSI workers, who work hard in the
middle of the night cleaning up after us.
Thank you to everyone at OHSWA and Director Bill Rabbia for all their hard
work, and for helping me build this Newsletter.
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